--Limitations on the Child's Right to Information Recognized in the Convention
There is a tension in the Convention itself between the Articles that recognize the importance of the child's views [FN14] and those that focus upon issues of the child's welfare. [FN15] The notion of separate rights for children is a comparatively recent social development. Sheena Scott describes the supremacy of the family as being the dominant notion at least up until just prior to the 1920s. [FN16] Since then, she says, children have been considered to have individual needs and personalities apart from their family identities.
[FN17] However, Scott only dates the emerging notion of separate rights for children to the period between 1960 and 1980.[FN18] Michael Freeman also dates this emerging notion to the 1970s. [FN19] Michael Freeman focuses upon Article 12 of the Convention as the epitome of its focus on the child's perspective: [FN20] 1. State parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child. [FN21] He contrasts this with the tenor of Article 3, which begins in clause 1 with, "In all actions concerning children . the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration." It is interesting that, under the Convention, the best interests of the child are to be "a" primary consideration, not necessarily "the" primary consideration. [FN22] Article 18 provides in part:
(1) States Parties shall use their best efforts to ensure recognition of the principle that both parents have common responsibilities for the upbringing and development of the child. Parents or, as the case may be, legal guardians, have the primary responsibility for the upbringing and development of the child. The best interests of the child will be their basic concern.
(2) For the purpose of guaranteeing and promoting the rights set forth in the present Convention, States Parties shall render appropriate assistance t parents and legal guardians in the performance of their childrearing responsibilities and shall ensure the development of institutions, facilities and services for the care of children. ic issue. While most states accepted the notion that governments should only intervene in family affairs in exceptional circumstances, there was concern that recognition of the rights of parents was an inappropriate inclusion in a convention aimed at elaborating rights and protections for the child. Nevertheless, an article [5] on this subject was included in the Convention. [FN24] Article 5 originated in a proposal from the United States and Australia. Canada opposed its inclusion, arguing, "in protecting the family from the State, the family must not be given arbitrary control over the child. Any protection from the State given to the family must be equally balanced with the protection of the child within the family." [FN25] The clause remains and, together with Article 18, enshrines the primary role of parents in their children's lives --but apparently the role is to be consistent with the child's evolving capacities to exercise her or his rights under the Convention.
In relation specifically to information issues, Article 17(e) of the Convention provides that States shall:
Encourage the development of appropriate guidelines for the protection of the child from information and material injurious to his or her well-being bearing in mind the provisions of articles 13 [the right to information] and 18 [concerning parental rights].
On this point, Geraldine Van Bueren argues:
This would appear to imply that because children's access to the mass media is often controlled by the parents the guidelines must not be so restrictive as to interfere either with parental discretion or to interfere with the child's rights of access to information. [FN26] This logic does not seem persuasive since it appears to imply that any guidelines would need to defer to the parents' discretion, which appears to go well beyond the text of the Convention. [FN27] Article 36 also gives the State responsibility to "protect the child against all other forms of exploitation prejudicial to any aspects of the child's welfare." [FN28] There is no context within this Article for defining "other forms of exploitation" but, if the phrase is given a wider meaning than the prohibitions on exploitation more specifically set out in the surrounding Articles, [FN29] it might well be interpreted widely enough to embrace the commercial exploitation of children through exposure to inappropriate information or entertainment.
--The Role Librarians in Canadian Public Libraries Play in Fulfilling Canada's Obligations Under the Charter
Are Canadian governments discharging the information obligations created under the Convention? "Information" was not an area of legislative competence parcelled out to either the federal or provincial governments in 1867. "Education," on the other hand, was left exclusively to the provincial governments and certainly formal education systems can contribute to fulfilling these international obligations in providing information and recreation to children. However, formal education in Canada does not include all the children contemplated under the Convention: young children have not yet entered the education system and many students leave school before they would be considered adults under the Convention. Another potential partner for Canada in achieving the information goals of the Convention is the public library. The public library has long served Canadian residents of all ages and is specifically devoted to serving the recreation and information needs of the public. [FN30] munity institutions and are therefore considered to be "municipal institutions" under the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of the provinces.
[FN32] Each of the provinces, having originally considered public libraries within their education portfolio, [FN33] then created independent legislation governing public libraries.
[FN34] The role of the public library is well ingrained in Canadian life: for example, in Ontario by 1996, 99 per cent of the population was served by a public library. [FN35] The public library legislation in Canada requires these libraries to provide services and information to the public.
[FN36] However, none of the statutes mentions children specifically.
[FN37] Nor, in fact, do the current statutes mention librarians.
[FN38] It is, however, the case that professional librarians in public libraries throughout Canada are involved in providing information services to children.
Recognizing that none of the public library statutes in Canada creates any positive obligation on library employees to provide the services to children described in the Convention, is there any evidence to support the hypothesis that public libraries in Canada not only do not provide these services but in fact serve children in ways that are other than in accordance with Canada's obligations under the Convention?
--The Practice of Children's Librarianship in Canada
If professional librarianship in Canada was a regulated profession in Canada, and unlicensed practitioners were prohibited from providing information services to the public,[FN39] then the standards set by the profession for providing services to children would be definitive evidence of Canada's efforts to comply with the Convention. However, librarians are not professionally regulated in any common law jurisdiction in Canada. [FN40] On the other hand, there are a number of associations to which librarians and others involved in library services may belong. Chief among these are the American Library Association, the Canadian Library Association, and the provincial library associations. These associations all have both personal and institutional members --and the personal memberships are open to any interested persons, whether or not they are educated as professional librarians. The oldest of these associations is the American Library Association [ALA], which was founded in 1876. From the beginning, it has had both an American and a Canadian membership base. Each of these associations has promulgated standards for professional library practice. [FN47] In an unregulated profession, the dictates of "professional associations" may affect the actions of professionals, but do not bind them to any particular conduct. As John Swan so succinctly put it, "The LBR [Library Bill of Rights] is nobody's law; it is a declaration of guiding principles." [FN48] Without regulation, Canadian librarians are free to adopt policies from sources of their choosing, so long as they do not conflict with Canadian law. They are not required to be members of any association and are free to model their behaviour on any model as they see fit. However, educational programmes in library and information science across Canada discuss the policies of these associations in their courses and many librarians belong to at least one of these organizations, either personally or through their employing institution. Thus, it may be assumed that these associations influence library service in The ALA has an eight point Code of Ethics.
[FN51] The first four of these speak directly to its members' participation in providing information access: rights and freedoms set out in it. The OLA has also adopted a Position on Children's Rights in the Public Library that states:
Children in Public Libraries have the right to:
1. Intellectual freedom.
2. Equal access to the full range of services and materials available to other users.
3. A full range of materials, services and programs specifically designed and developed to meet their needs.
4. Adequate funding for collections and services related to population, use and local community needs. 5. A library environment that complements their physical and developmental stages.
6. Trained and knowledgeable staff specializing in children's services.
7. Welcoming, respectful, supportive service from birth through the transition to adult user.
8. An advocate who will speak on their behalf to the library administration, library board, municipal council and community to make people aware of the goals of children's services.
9. Library policies written to include the needs of the child.
The OLA Statement on the Intellectual Rights of the Individual mentions the rights of the "citizen" and the "public" in framing its propositions. The OLA Position on Children's Rights does not define "children" but makes it clear that the library has a series of positive obligations to provide special resources and services to this group of users.
Relatively recently, the IFLA approved a Statement on Libraries and Intellectual Freedom,[FN54] which includes the following provisions:
IFLA believes that the right to know and freedom of expression are two aspects of the same principle. The right to know is a requirement for freedom of thought and conscience; freedom of thought and freedom of expression are necessary conditions for freedom of access to information.
IFLA therefore calls upon libraries and library staff to adhere to the principles of intellectual freedom, uninhibited access to information.
Libraries shall acquire, organize and disseminate freely and oppose any form of censorship.
Libraries shall make materials facilities and services equally accessible to all users. There shall be no discrimination due to . age.
Librarians and other professional library staff shall fulfill their responsibilities both to their employer and to their users. In cases of conflict between those responsibilities, the duty towards the user shall take precedence.
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These Codes and Statements would all lead libraries and librarians in Canada to provide information to children in Canada, which would be consistent with the information provision aspects of the Convention. Under the Convention, however, Canada has an obligation to balance the right of access with both the proper role of parents as set out in the Convention and the obligation to provide "guidelines for the protection of the child from information and material injurious to his or her well-being." Do these Codes contemplate this balancing?
The IFLA Statement, CLA policy documents, and OLA policies are not qualified in any way.
[FN55] The ALA, on the other hand, despite making the explicit declaration in its Library Bill of Rights that age should not abridge a person's right to use the library, has created a subsidiary document that appears expressly to advise librarians to defer to parents in determining the access to materials to be given to children. The document called "Free Access to Libraries for Minors: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights," adopted by ALA Council, [FN56] contains the following passage:
Librarians and governing bodies should not resort to age restrictions on access to library resources in an effort to avoid actual or anticipated objections from parents or anyone else. The mission, goals, and objectives of librarians do not authorize librarians or governing bodies to assume, abrogate, or overrule the rights and responsibilities of parents or legal guardians. Librarians and governing bodies should maintain that parents --and only parents --have the right and the responsibility to restrict the access of their children --and only their children --to library resources. Parents or legal guardians who do not want their children to have access to certain library services, materials or facilities, should so advise their children. Librarians and governing bodies cannot assume the role of parents or the functions of parental authority in the private relationship between parent and child. Librarians and governing bodies have a public and professional obligation to provide equal access to all library resources for all library users. [Emphasis added.] The ALA Policy Manual draws on this longer statement, as indicated in the italicized section above, and declares, at paragraph 53.1.4 that:
Denying minors access to certain library materials and services available to adults is a violation of the Library Bill of Rights. Librarians and governing bodies should maintain that parents --and only parents --have the right and responsibility to restrict the access of their children --to library resources. [FN57] The excerpt may be infelicitous, at best, and perhaps even misleading. that the appropriate avenue for parental input to the process of restricting access is through their own children --the librarians (and library management) would therefore always respond to the child's expressed requests. In the shorter passage in the Manual, it might be thought that the librarians and library administration should respond to the parents' expressed views directly.
[FN59] Even the fuller Statement, however, declaring that "[l]ibrarians and governing bodies cannot assume the role of parents or the functions of parental authority in the private relationship between parent and child" begs questions such as "what are the limits of that private relationship between parent and child? When, if ever, do the public and professional obligations of the librarian and governing body take precedence over parental authority?"
In addition to the policy statement on "Free Access to Libraries for Minors" just discussed, the ALA also adopted, in 1999, a policy statement entitled "Libraries: An American Value." [FN60] In this document, the ALA first declares "we defend the constitutional rights of all individuals, including children and teenagers, to use the library's resources and services," and then declares "we affirm the responsibility and the right of all parents and guardians to guide their own children's use of the library and its resources and services."
In the documents created prior to 1999, the ALA appears to have attempted to avoid controversy: the librarian and the library administration will have discharged their obligations if the needs of the child as expressed to the librarian have been met. Whether or not the parent has previously censored the child's expression of his or her own needs is not for the librarian or the library to investigate. Whether the parent is exercising "appropriate direction and guidance," as required under Article 5 of the Convention, will not be investigated by the librarian or library adopting the ALA approach. This approach, in deferring so much to the parent, seems to go beyond the balance required under the Convention discussed above.
The 1999 ALA policy statement creates an internal tension between two principles (the rights of the child and the rights of the parent), which it then does nothing to resolve. Furthermore, all the ALA policy documents mentioned are simultaneously in force at the moment. In none of them is any mention made of any requirement that the library itself provide protection for children from injurious information (see discussion of Article 17 of the Convention, above).
The more the child's capacity becomes sufficient to appropriately handle the information guaranteed under the Convention (Article 13, specifically, and Articles 17, 28 and 31, implicitly), the more the parents' rights guaranteed under the Convention are to direct and guide the child in exercising the rights provided (paraphrasing from Article 5), not to block the child's exercise of those rights. Nothing in the ALA position (or positions) reflects this approach.
This Convention does not have a petitioning system and so individual children cannot use the Convention directly.
[FN61] As both the majority and minority judges in the Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigration) case in the Supreme Court of Canada agreed, "the Convention has not been implemented by Parliament. Its provisions therefore have no direct application within Canadian law."[FN62] Since the Convention is not received law in Canada and has not been legislatively implemented, its provisions cannot have a direct legal application to Canadian libraries and librarians. [FN63] However, the Supreme Court of Canada has taken the approach, in the majority judgment in Baker, that, ". the values reflected in international human rights law may help inform the contextual approach to statutory interpretation and judicial review." [FN64] The applicability of the Convention on the Rights of the Child was specifically in issue before the Supreme Court of Canada in Baker (and was, indeed, the issue over which the judges in the majority and minority disagreed). [FN66] It would therefore appear that librarians and libraries in Canada could find their policies and actions with respect to services to children reviewed by courts in light of the provisions of the Convention even though the provisions of the Convention have not been directly adopted into Canadian legislation. It is not clear how courts might interpret the activities of librarians that are inconsistent with the provisions of the Convention but inspired by positions taken by the major library associations. This is the case because the Convention is not to be applied directly but is to be used indirectly as an interpretive factor informing the contextual approach to statutory interpretation and judicial review.
What guidance is there in Canadian law for librarians attempting to meet the needs of children?
--Information Rights in Canadian Law
Since 1982, a formal source for rights in Canada has been the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.[FN67] Although an important aspect of Canadian constitutional law since its inception, the Charter's application in Canada is limited to situations involving government action.
[FN68] However, since public libraries are statutorily created or continued institutions, the actions of their Boards and employees are open to scrutiny under the Charter. In any event, there has also been opinion in the Supreme Court of Canada that judges throughout Canada should interpret all law in such a way that "Charter values" are expressed throughout Canadian law. [FN69] Chief among the rights involving information in the Charter is the section 2(b) right to freedom of expression.
[FN70] This right is expressed succinctly in a subsection that also includes protection of freedom of thought, belief, and opinion. This grouping may be contrasted with that in the Convention where freedom of thought and conscience are grouped with freedom of religion[FN71] as the subjects of Article 14, while the right to freedom of expression is dealt with in a different, distinct, provision: Article 13, quoted above. In the Canadian Charter, the right to freedom of expression is not as fully amplified as it is in the Convention,[FN72] although it is stated to include "freedom of the press and other media of communication." Whereas the Convention specifically states that freedom of expression shall include the freedom to seek and receive information, the right of access to information has been confirmed to be part of the rights protected by the Charter in Canada only through judicial interpretation of the notion of freedom of expression. [FN73] It may be important to note in this context that, when writing the minority judgment in the Baker case, although he would not apply the Convention indirectly in that case, Mr. Justice Iacobucci did point out that the dissent was dependent upon the fact that the case did not raise issues involving the Canadian Charter of Rights and The Charter protection in section 2(b) in Canada operates to ensure that access to information cannot be impeded through government action (except as permitted under section 1 of the Charter), but it does not place anyone under a positive duty to provide access. The Convention, meanwhile, has imposed positive duties on Canadian governments to "ensure that the child has access to information and material from a diversity of national and international sources" (Article 17), to "promote and encourage international co-operation . with a view to . facilitating access to scientific and technical knowledge ." (Article 28), and to "promote [. participation] in cultural and artistic life" (Article 31).
--Limitations on the Child's Right to Information in the Charter
The Charter generally prohibits discrimination between adults and children: s. 15(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on . age. However, such discrimination will be permitted in certain circumstances: s. 15(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including those that are disadvantaged because of . age.
And, as well, of course, all the rights enumerated in the Charter, including those in sections 2(b) and 15, are tempered by section 1 of the Charter, which provides for legitimate limitations on the rights enumerated:
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. It is entirely conceivable, then, that the right of the child to access information can still be legitimately limited by the federal or provincial governments in Canada if the limitation can be "demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." Although such limitations may be domestically open to Canadian governments, such limitations may not be consistent with Canada's obligations as signatory to the Convention. Under the Convention, as discussed, the child's rights to information are more fulsomely expressed than is the right under the Charter. Under the Convention, the only limitations on the child's rights that could be justifiable are those protecting the child from exploitation prejudicial to his or her welfare under Articles 17(e) or 36.
[FN74] On the other hand, it is not certain how the rights in the international Convention that recognize the child's subjective views and those based upon a more objective view of the child's welfare are to be balanced (as discussed above). The Charter, in section 1, does provide a formula for balancing such interests as those set out under Article 17(e) of the Convention. [FN75] Unless the right of the child to access information, guaranteed as part of the Charter's section 2(b) commitment to freedom of expression, is expressly limited by government action in a way that can be reasonably and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society, it would appear that censoring children's access to information in public libraries, beyond what is done with respect to adults' access, would violate the child's guaranteed Charter rights in Canada. The Charter does permit the government to place reasonable limits on the child's right to information and such limitations could be consistent with Canada's obligations under the Convention if they achieve the balance alluded to under the Convention Articles discussed above. This begs the question, however, 20 CFLQ 429 FOR EDUCATIONAL USE ONLY Page 11 20 C.F.L.Q. 429 (Publication page references are not available for this document.) whether public library policies limiting children's rights of access can be reasonably and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. In attempting to interpret the Charter rights of Canadian children in light of the information rights set out in the Convention, the Supreme Court will certainly be challenged. It will have to consider the complexity of the relationship between, on the one hand, the balance required under the Convention between the information rights of the child and the rights of the parents in bringing up their child and, on the other hand, the balance required between the rights enumerated in the Charter and the reasonable limits on those rights that are permitted in our free and democratic society by the Charter. 1) the provision of library service to the public is based upon the right of the citizen, under the protection of the law, to judge individually on questions of politics, religion and morality.
2) it is therefore part of the library's service to its public to resist any attempt by any individual or group within the community it serves to abrogate or curtail access to information, the freedom to read, view and listen by demanding the removal of, or restrictions to library sources in any format. [FN78] On the other hand, while generally opposing censorship in its Code of Ethics (paragraph II), the ALA specifically states, "We recognize and respect intellectual property rights." (Paragraph IV.) [FN79] Other than in the area of intellectual property rights presumably (although not specifically), the ALA Library Bill of Rights specifically charges libraries to "challenge censorship" and "cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting abridgement of free expression and free access to ideas." None of the library association positions specifically recognizes legal censorship of information (with the exception of the ALA's regard for intellectual property already mentioned). Their positions range from apparent tacit acceptance of legal censorship by the OLA, to implicit opposition by the CLA, to overt opposition at IFLA and an active obligation to challenge such censorship in the ALA.
All of the associations require positions of their members, which appear to be inconsistent with the position taken by the Convention that guidelines are to be provided to protect children from information injurious to their welfare. None of the associations provides librarians with any justification for limiting a child's right of access to information. As has been discussed above, however, the Convention does recognize that a state may place certain limitations on a child's rights to information. The Convention particularly permits the limiting of the child's rights where these rights are limited in favour of the guidance and direction of parents or guardians, acting in the child's best interests, while the child has a lesser capacity to act on his or her own. Is there, however, a justification for limiting the child's access available to librarians under Canadian law?
--"Children" in Canadian Law
The law in Canada is complex concerning the capacity of children in various situations. The right of librarians to limit the child's rights under Canadian law only becomes an issue, of course, if librarians are, in fact, placing limitations upon children's access.
--Do Libraries Actually Limit Children's Access to Information in Canadian Libraries?
There is considerable evidence that, despite the overwhelming stands taken by their library associations, librarians and libraries do systematically limit children's access to information resources and services. As Marilyn Gell Mason writes:
In spite of the official ALA position outlined in the Library Bill of Rights . that there should be free and open access to all library materials for everyone, regardless of age, including material on the Internet, libraries across the country are experimenting with some mechanism for limiting children's access, at least to the seamier sites. Some are using the technological solution of filtering software; others have sought legal sanction by requiring parental approval for children to use the Internet; still others rely on behavioural responses such as making the computer screen public, making the computer screen private, or asking users to desist when viewing offensive images. [FN91] In one of the major tools used by librarians in developing children's services in libraries, Ann Symons and Charles Harmon interpret the ALA Library Bill of Rights by making the following excerpt from that document: 20 CFLQ 429 FOR EDUCATIONAL USE ONLY Page 13 20 C.F.L.Q. 429 (Publication page references are not available for this document.) Library policies and procedures which effectively deny minors equal access to all [emphasis added by Symons and Harmon] library resources available to other users violate the Library Bill of Rights. [The first sentence of the Interpretation, the passage which completes the quote is from midway into the fifth paragraph.]. Librarians and governing authorities should maintain that parents --and only parents --have the right and responsibility to restrict the access of their children --and only their children --to library resources. Parents or legal guardians who do not want their children to have access to certain library services, materials or facilities, should so advise their children. [FN92] They then go on to assert unequivocally that:
• Parents can and should advise their own children on what they consider appropriate for them to read, hear, and view;
• Parents can and should enforce their wishes by dealing directly with their children;
• Parents do not have the right to impose their views on other parents or other people's children;
• Librarians do not and should not have the authority to monitor or restrict any patron's reading; and
• Librarians who set up or adopt 'restricted' library cards or practices violate the Library Bill of Rights.[FN93]
The authors do not expressly give direction to librarians in the situation in which a parent attempts to give instructions about their own child's information access to the librarian. Yet Mary K. Chelton believes that this is precisely the difficult question: "In youth services librarianship, the overriding access issue is the degree to which the librarian function in loco parentis and the degree to which youth-serving librarians should function that way. Put simply, the issue is whether the child or the parent is the primary client." [FN94] Kay Vandergrift cites various empirical studies demonstrating that, whatever the meaning of the ALA policy documents, many libraries operate in ways that limit the child's participation in accessing information through the library:
Many public libraries require parental permission to circulate certain books, a fairly typical way to handle controversial items or those that are potentially problematic. Another common approach to controlling access by children is to allow parents to decide whether to permit access for their children to the library's adult materials. . Some libraries even require an 'in-person' visit by adults to complete the registration. . King's research demonstrates the range of exceptions to circulation policies [which differentiate children's access to resources from that of adult patrons]. . It is not uncommon, however, for libraries to restrict access to computers by one of the groups of users most comfortable with them, that is, young people. [FN95] A Canadian example of such an institutionalized policy is the basis for one of the few reported legal decisions in Canada involving libraries. Berger J., made a finding of fact in Edmonton (City) Library Board v. Morrill that "Clinton was 14 years old at that time and the plaintiff [the Edmonton Public Library] would not issue a library card to him unless an adult accepted responsibility for the use of the card." [FN96] In commenting on such policies, Vandergrift says, rather tellingly, "Conscientious professionals may still be concerned about the intellectual opportunities for those young people whose parents deny them access to materials, but at least the library itself is not denying access."[FN97] However, this conclusion, unfortunately for the 20 CFLQ 429 FOR EDUCATIONAL USE ONLY Page 14 20 C.F.L.Q. 429 (Publication page references are not available for this document.) comfort of librarians, cannot be logically substantiated. If the child wants access, and the library's policy requires parental involvement, then it is the library that denies the child access on the ground of the parent's lack of involvement when that lack of involvement is demonstrated. Frances McDonald illustrates the common paradox involved in the librarian's perspective on censorship:
Common beliefs within the profession suggest that outsiders impose restrictions on access to information. While this may be partially true, practices that inhibit access are more often imposed by professionals working in school library media centers and public libraries than are imposed by persons outside the profession. Admittedly, pressure felt from outside groups contribute to in-house restrictions. But the amount of concern raised by and devoted to the citizen censor shifts the focus from the area of primary concern --i.e. professional attitudes and practices resulting in restricting access to information. [FN98] One example of an external group working to create change in libraries' policies is the Family Friendly Libraries movement in the United States. This group seeks to have libraries implement policies that specifically, among other things, "would have libraries bar unaccompanied children from accessing the adult collection and scrutinize materials for children's and YA [young adult] collections for anything that might be offensive." [FN99] The group specifically encourages librarians to reject the standards of professionalism in certain areas being promulgated by the America Library Association and adopt an alternative set of values.
[FN100] As discussed above, librarians are legally free to choose to adopt the standards of their choice, not necessarily those promulgated by any one organization, but should not adopt standards that lie outside the boundaries of their legal obligations.
Currently there are numerous examples of public libraries in Canada and in the United States installing filtering software on the networked computers that are provided for children to access in the library.
[FN101]
Even a library that specifically sought to clarify the boundaries placed by law upon its treatment of child patrons experienced challenge in implementing the advice it received, describes Janet Hildebrand. [FN102] In that case, the Contra Costa County Library was concerned about the privacy of children's circulation records when their parents enquired. It retained legal counsel and received unequivocal advice, which the article quoted verbatim, that "Absent a person's written authorization, or an order of the superior Court, no one, including a minor's parents, has a right to know what a person checks out of the public library."[FN103] Hildebrand described three areas of developing concern among library staff as a direct result of the unequivocal legal advice the library received: (1) parents co-signing to be financially responsible on the child's card (recall the Canadian Morill case mentioned above); (2) placing a lower limit on the age for cardholders; and (3) the parent's role as censor. On the first issue, the author concluded, based on a practical analysis, children should sign for their own cards, without parental involvement. [FN104] One the second issue, Hildebrand focused less on justifying the existence of such a policy but still seems to favour a lower age limit being placed on borrowers.
[FN105] One the third, Hildebrand states of the Library that "If there are materials they [the parents] do not want their child to check out, we tell them to advise their child of this."[FN106] Hildebrand notes, "the concept that the child has rights apart from parents or family is a new idea to many parents and may be hard for them to understand or accept. Furthermore, the legal precedents are not clear." [FN107] Librarians do not appear always to be aware whether they are applying professional judgment alone or whether they are acting under a legal duty. The position of public librarians in Canada with respect to managing video collections illustrates this situation. [FN108] 12. Where not bound by Canadian provincial laws (e.g., in British Columbia and, in some cases, in Quebec), Canadian librarians can fall back on the guidance of the American Library Association. Deborah L. Vroman discusses the problem facing librarians in the United States now that the Motion Picture Association of America has voluntarily adopted a system of ratings.[FN117] These ratings do not have the force of law --and therefore librarians can consider them in light of the American Library Association "Statement on Labelling: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights," which condemns all labelling other than that for directional purposes.
[FN118] Vroman points out, however, that that policy seems to be in conflict on this issue with the American Library Association's own policy as set out in "Access for Children and Young People to Videotapes and Other Nonprint Formats."[FN119] The latter policy states: Published reviews of films and videotapes and/or reference works which provide information about the content, subject matter, and recommended audiences can be made available in conjunction with non-print collections to assist parents in guiding their children without implicating the library in censorship. This material may include information provided by video producers and distributors, promotional material on videotape packaging, and Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) ratings if they are included on the tape or in the packaging by the original publisher and/or if they appear in review sources or reference works included in the library's collection. Marking out or removing ratings information from videotape packages constitutes expurgation or censorship.
MPAA and other rating services are private advisory codes and have no legal standing. For the library to 20 CFLQ 429 FOR EDUCATIONAL USE ONLY Page 16 20 C.F.L.Q. 429 (Publication page references are not available for this document.) add such ratings to the materials if they are not already there, to post a list of such ratings with a collection, or to attempt to enforce such ratings through circulation policies or other procedures constitutes labelling, "an attempt to prejudice attitudes" about the material, and is unacceptable. The application of locally generated ratings schemes intended to provide content warnings to library users is also inconsistent with the Library Bill of Rights. [Footnote omitted, emphasis in the original.] [FN120]
This seems a curious position from a number of perspectives. A paternalistic attitude seems evident in that the evaluative material about the collection is assumed to be made available to meet parents' needs. Why would not such material also be useful to the child? Why, if "[m]arking out or removing ratings information . constitutes censorship," is the injunction to make such information available (in the preceding sentence of the policy) only permissive --"can be made available" --instead of hortatory --"should be made available"? The injunction not to restrict circulation of this material based on age in the preceding paragraph is hortatory. [FN121] The caveat in the ALA policy that MPAA ratings can only be made available if they are on the tape or made available by the original publisher seems particularly odd: why does when the information is received or the way it is packaged determine whether or not it should be censored? Why is the provision of information to patrons about others' views on the subject matter of material held in the library considered an unacceptable "attempt to prejudice attitudes"? Surely it is just information --unless the ratings system rather than the librarian's own judgment is being used to determine collections policy. And, assuming for the moment that provision of such information is inappropriate, then why, since the MPAA has no higher standing in the eyes of the law than any other system, is its system appropriate in the eyes of this policy? Finally, the policy says MPAA ratings may be made available from "sources or reference works included in the library's collection" --which seems to place a bizarre emphasis on the library's own reference collection policy --why not works held by others? To the extent that this policy is inconsistent with the American Library Association's general policy on labelling, then it would seem that this children's and young people's policy is displaying traditional paternalistic approaches to children --which may, in turn, be fundamentally inconsistent with developing legal trends in children's rights. [FN122] 
--Conclusion
It would appear that the positive obligations to provide children with access to information that Canada assumed when it signed the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child have not yet been implemented visibly in domestic legislation affecting public libraries. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the same right to information to both children and adults, although the Charter would permit appropriate derogation from this right, as discussed above. Indeed, the Convention appears to recognize as legitimate more limitation on the child's rights to information than either the Canadian Charter or the intellectual freedom manifestos of the library associations, particularly in favour of the parents' role in determining appropriate access to information for children. While the Convention recognizes the right of parents to exercise a limiting control or guidance over children in exercising their rights to information, it does not generally recognize any such right in third parties (such as the employees of the public library). The only exceptions to this statement are in cases where the restraint is exercised in order to protect the child against exploitation prejudicial to the child's welfare or under government guidelines to protect the child from injurious material or information.
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is silent on the question of parental rights. However, the Supreme Court of Canada has dwelt at length on the role of the parent, apparently recognizing at least some "parental rights" as guaranteed under section 7 of the Charter (without mentioning the existence of the international little, if at all, about the individual rights of the child, as opposed to the child's best interests.
The Convention contemplates, at least in some Articles involving information rights, a balancing of the child's rights with the appropriate role of the parents in the child's upbringing. The professional codes guiding librarians have predominantly come to champion the child's rights, rather than the parents' rights to speak for the child. On the other hand, recent behaviour in public libraries has increasingly indicated a willingness to limit the rights of children to access information, either outright or in favour of the parents' guidance. This behaviour could be subject to Charter scrutiny in Canada. Since the Supreme Court of Canada has indicated that it would be prepared to interpret the Charter in this area with an eye to the provisions of the Convention, it would seem important for public libraries and librarians to try to develop balanced policies reflecting the values of both the Charter and the Convention. The current policy statements of the major library associations do not demonstrate the requisite balance, as we have discussed above, and therefore cannot serve as appropriate models. The balancing, as also discussed above, is very challenging. Legislation is probably needed to guide the activities of librarians in public libraries in this undertaking. It would certainly appear that public librarians in Canada could be guided by such legislation into becoming much stronger instruments for Canada in achieving its obligations under the Convention than they now appear to be. This would be especially true if Canadian public librarians were given the statutory mandate (and requisite financial support) to carry out the positive information obligations placed upon Canada through signing the Convention. FN6. Clause 2 of Article 13 creates certain caveats on the rights set out in clause 1 that are not relevant to the present discussion:
2. The exercise of this right may be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others; or (b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals.
FN7. LeBlanc, above, note 2, has divided his analysis of the Convention into a schemata of rights: survival rights, membership rights, protection rights, and empowerment rights. It is interesting to note that the foregoing Articles, 13, 17 and 28, are included in his chapter 6 "Empowerment Rights." FN8. Holmes, above, note 3 at 23, reports that an early federal/provincial working group in Canada created an effective Canadian presence during the negotiation of the Convention and credits this group with the genesis of several sections, including Article 28.
FN9. This right does not appear to have been included by LeBlanc, above, note 2, under any of his four headings.
FN10. In the Baker case, above, note 4, Mr. Justice Iacobucci, speaking in the dissent for himself and Mr. Justice Cory, still agreed with the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada that the executive branch of the Canadian government had undertaken international obligations by signing this Convention. As discussed further below, the majority of the Court, for which Mme Justice L'Heureux-Dubé wrote, has taken the significance of that intention further than the two dissenting judges would have. As Mr. Justice Iacobucci wrote in dissent:
I do not agree with the approach adopted by my colleague, wherein reference is made to the underlying values of an unimplemented international treaty in the course of the contextual approach to statutory interpretation and administrative law, because such as approach is not in accordance with the Court's jurisprudence concerning the status of international law within the domestic legal system. FN11. As Holmes points out, above, note 3 at 27, concerning the Convention on the Rights of the Child, "the implementation system is based on the reporting obligations of states and is thus subject to the same type of difficulties being experienced by other treaty-based bodies." FN12. Holmes, above, note 3 at 22.
FN13. Terri Sussel's book Canada's Legal Revolution: Public Education, the Charter, and Human Rights (Toronto: Emond Montgomery, 1995) examines just this question for the issues of educating children with special needs, the AIDS crisis in education, women's equality rights in education, and religious values. Sussel does not discuss information rights.
FN14. These articles are identified by LeBlanc, above, note 2, as empowering: those involving freedom of expression, freedom of information, freedom of thought and religion, freedom of association and assembly, and the right to education. FN28. This Article is only given a very brief mention in the discussion of protection rights in LeBlanc, above, note 2 at 124. FN29. Prohibitions on the abduction, sale or trafficking in children (Article 35), sexual exploitation or abuse of children (Article 34), involving children in the drug trade (Article 33), economic exploitation or poor working conditions (Article 32). LeBlanc, above, note 2 at 124, indicates that Article 36 was meant to address "other forms of exploitation" than social or economic. In discussing Article 36, Van Bueren, above, note 3 at 284, focuses on the history of the article, which originally was framed in terms of "social exploitation" --a term appearing in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and connoting such problems as those faced by abandoned and street children. Perhaps blinkered by this historical focus, Van Bueren misses the opportunity to argue that this Article appears to be broad enough to encompass moral exploitation. To these authors, this Article seems better able to bear that interpretation than the drafting of Article 17(e) in which Van Bueren argued that morality was included; see above. FN39. In studying professional regulation, Elizabeth Graddy distinguishes between licensure, which "restricts the scope of practice, making it illegal for an unlicensed person to perform the service" and certification, which "restricts the use of a particular title to individuals meeting certain requirements, but does not restrict practice": "Toward a General Theory of Occupational Regulation," (1991) 72 Soc. Sci. Q. 676 at 677-678. She examined librarians, physicians' assistants, psychologists, geologists, and landscape architects and proposed a model of the factors that influence governments to regulate a profession. Table 1 shows that the number of American states that regulated librarians (presumably certification regulation, rather than licensure, which doctors and lawyers virtually universally enjoy) increased from 13 in 1968 to 23 in 1980 (at 684). Despite this increase in American regulation, Graddy concluded that "[a]rguments for regulating librarians are the least compelling [of the five examined]; there is no significant information asymmetry and thus no consumer or public interest rationale in regulation" (at 685). This conclusion, however, was dependent upon her findings that there was little variation in the provision of service from librarian to librarian, that little skill was required to evaluate the services of the librarian, and that there was a good deal of contact between librarians and patrons! There is evidence to challenge the first two findings and, as to the third, it would seem an indictment of other professions, rather than a bar to professional status for librarianship, that the professional and the client are in close contact! Quebéc, 1969, c. 105 . The most conspicuous attempt to begin the process toward such professional recognition in the common law provinces was the Ontario statute The Institute of Professional Librarians of Ontario Act, 1962 -63, S.O. 1962 , amended by The Institute of Professional Librarians Act, 1976 , S.O. 1976 . Although the organization whose designation it protects has been dissolved since the 1970s, these private members bills still languish on the books. FN42. This membership far outstrips more recent associations of information intermediaries such as the American Records Managers Association, which was founded in 1955 and has over 9,000 members, or the American Society for Information Science, which was founded in 1937 and has over 4,000 members. Only the Association for Computing Machinery, founded in 1942, boasts more members than the ALA, roughly 75,000; however, that membership is not made up strictly of information intermediaries. There are 952 personal international members and 276 organization international members in the ALA. The ALA does not further break down its figures for international members, although it has a breakdown by state for American members. However, the experience of the authors indicates that the vast majority of these international members are in fact Canadian. FN49. The combined membership of the CLA, the OLA, and the "international members" of the ALA is about 9,000 people and institutions. These memberships can represent people and institutions from across Canada, of course --but there is probably a concentration of memberships in Ontario. These kinds of numbers may be juxtaposed against the total number of "librarians" reported as currently working in Ontario by the Ontario Job Futures database: 4,300. See http://www.on.hdrc-drhc.gc.ca. FN58. The Manual passage is also unfortunate in its emphasis on "parents --and only parents" whereas the preceding section from the Statement refers, more appropriately, to both parents and legal guardians.
FN40. The only province in Canada with statutory recognition of professional librarians is Quebec: An Act to Incorporate the Corporation of Professional Librarians of Quebéc or Loi constituant la Corporation des Bibiothécaires Professionnels du
FN59. Ann K. Symons and Charles Harmon, in Protecting the Right to Read: a how-to-do-it Manual for School and Public Librarians (New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 1995) , neatly avoid the ambiguities and uncertainties through deft editing in their interpretation of the ALA position and make it clear that parents are to exercise their rights directly in communication with their own children and the librarians are to respond to every patron in a similar fashion, whether child or adult.
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